
Acquisitions and Serials Profiles 

The questions in this survey will help Polaris learn more about your current acquisitions and serials workflow so that they can
customize your training, focus your setup on your current vendors, and respond to your unique concerns. 

1. Library*

Name  

Email  

2. Contact Information*

Budgeting and Fund Accounting

Acquisitions and Serials Profiles 

3. Please provide an overview of your fiscal/fund accounting structure.

4. What is your fiscal year? Do you have the ability to work in an old and a new fiscal year at the same
time?

5. What kind of "extra" charges (for example, cataloging, processing, shipping) do you pay?
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6. Do branches pay the "extra" charges out of their own normal funds or their own special fund, or
is this money taken from a central "slush" fund? 

7. Do you pay sales tax?

Current Acquisitions Workflow

Acquisitions and Serials Profiles 

8. How are new title orders differentiated from added (copy) orders?

9. How is bibliographic data added to the database during the selection and ordering processes?

10. What are your library's invoicing procedures?

11. Are materials invoiced at the same time they are received?

12. How do you currently handle claims?
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13. How do you currently handle cancellations?

14. How are credits applied?

15. What are your sources for full cataloging records?

16. Are full cataloging records imported into the system at the time of final processing? If so, are
on-order item records updated at the time of import?

17. Do you currently generate on-order items for display in the PAC?

Vendors and Services
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18. What specific vendors do you currently use for print materials?

19. What specific vendors do you currently use for non-print materials?
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20. Do you create "shopping carts" in vendor websites? If so, which ones?

21. Do you use grids (the ability to add order data to specific MARC tag) in any of your vendor
websites?

22. What types of materials are outsourced? (In other words, beyond supplying the materials, the
vendor may do the physical processing, supply MARC records with embedded item data, or provide
other services related to the materials.)

23. For outsourced materials, what specific data elements are imported with the shelf-ready items?

24. If you purchase outsourced materials, what percentage and part of the collection do these
represent?

25. Do you rent rather than purchase any books or other physical materials? What is your process for
selecting & adding those titles to the catalog?

26. What level of EDI (electronic ordering, confirmations, invoicing) is currently supported? With
what specific vendors?
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27. Do you plan to open a new branch soon, and if so, will any vendors help create an Opening Day
collection?

Printed Documents
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28. Do you print purchase orders?

29. Do you print purchase order line item work slips?

30. Do you print invoice vouchers?

31. Do you print any other forms or documents related to acquisitions?

Serials Processing
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32. About how many serials bibliographic records are in your catalog? How many are currently
active titles?

33. What is your typical retention period for serials?
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34. Do you circulate serials? If so, when do you barcode serial items?

35. Do you use any security measures with your serials?

36. How does your current system handle serials claiming?

37. Do you print serials labels?

38. Do you use route slips?

39. If you have a branch, do you check in serials centrally or at the branch level?
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